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In an increasingly digital world, the way we work is changing. Organizations must adapt and address the
workforce challenges of today, building their workforce for tomorrow with resilience and maximizing
human potential. Many employees have been liberated from long and congested commutes and gained
flexibility to balance personal and work lives. But as the workplace became synonymous with home, the home
has become an all-in-one place: where you work, where you eat, where you sleep, where you spend your
entire existence. This creates a higher mental burden on some employees and productivity will differ across
groups and industries.
The new world of work looks very different for all industries, jurisdictions, and organizations. Regardless
of the situation, though, the emergence of trends indicating an increase in work hours means that every
organization needs to focus on employee wellbeing and encourage and develop resilient behaviors among
all employees. Strategic planning will be required for those organizations where remote or hybrid work
is the future in 2022 and beyond, and employees' expectations shift as we adapt to the new world of work.
The following Research discusses the expected ongoing changes in work life and assembles Best Practices
and Tools to support working in a changing and challenging work environment.

SECTION A – REIMAGINING THE WORKPLACE
PART ONE – CREATE AN EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE WORKFORCE STRATEGY
A comprehensive workforce strategy is increasingly more important and creates the path to a more
engaged, skilled and sustainable workforce. Create a modern workplace that puts employee experience
at the core.
1. Strategic Direction.
Understand key mission goals and future objectives set by organization leadership and how the workforce
needs to be aligned to achieve them. This step involves linking the workforce planning process with the
organization’s strategic plan, annual performance/business plan, and work activities required to carry out
the goals and objectives of the strategic plan (long term) and performance plan (short term).
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2. Demand Analysis
Conducting a demand analysis involves understanding your organization's current and future workforce
requirements.
Questions to consider
• What drivers affect the organization's workload?
• How is workload measured from service to service?
• How many staff are needed to deliver each service?
• What percentage of a full-time equivalent worker’s (FTE's) time is required to deliver service?
3. Supply Analysis
Conducting a supply analysis involves understanding the current workforce and how it is projected to
change over time, due to attrition and other trends.
Questions to consider
• How well does the current workforce align/support your workforce strategy?
• How many employees are at each organization level?
• How will turnover of key staff affect your organization's ability to deliver services?
• What are difficult positions to fill and with quality applicants?
• Are there local recruitment sources that can provide top talent for positions being recruited?
• What new ways of working or skill mix would aid in recruitment?
• Can the workforce be arranged differently to better facilitate workload coverage, daycare, eldercare,
etc.?
• What is the current distribution of employee years of service?
• Are there anticipated changes in technology, policies, regulations, or customer base that would affect
workload demand?
• How would workload in each service line be impacted by those changes?
• How would changes in FTEs affect workload in the organization?
• What opportunities are there to leverage resources with other internal departments?
4. Gap Analysis
This phase involves understanding the gaps between workforce demand and supply and to define top
priority gaps with the greatest impact on organizational performance.
Questions to consider
• What competency/skill gaps exist in the workforce?
• How are those competencies/skills being updated to reflect the changing environment?
• Are there certain occupations or geographic area with hard to fill positions?
• Are there certain occupations that require hard-to-find skills?
• What diversity gaps exist within the workforce?
• How can diversity be improved through workforce planning practices?
• Where do recruitment/other human capital strategies need adjusting to support diversity &
inclusion?
• How will retirement affect the overall spread of employees?
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5. Solution Implementation
The appropriate workforce interventions and activities to close identified workforce gaps and enable your
organization to meet its strategic goals.
Questions to consider
• How to use short-term and long-term organization plans/ strategy to inform workforce goals?
• How to align workforce planning with the organization’s overall strategy and direction?
• Where are the organization’s greatest workforce planning needs?
• How to use data to inform workforce planning/identify action?
 What metrics/ratios are best to monitor/identify workforce challenges/risks?
 What metrics/ratios should be used to diagnose workforce challenges?
6. Monitoring Progress
It is important to regularly monitor the performance of the workforce planning solutions implemented
and their impact on the gaps they were designed to address, and to continuously improve solutions to
maximize their effectiveness. As the strategic direction, workforce supply, and demand changes over time,
strategies need to be updated accordingly.
Questions to consider
• How to define success and metrics to be used?
• Does the workforce strategy need to be refined?
• Have there been changes in the workforce that would cause strategies to need revision?

Succession Planning Model
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PART TWO – UPSKILL THE WORKFORCE
Upskilling is more than just training. It’s about gaining the knowledge, skills and experience for new and
transformed roles, and being equipped to participate and adapt in an increasingly digital world.
Upskilling is a longer-term investment in knowledge, skills, and competencies that help employees
advance their careers. When employees are offered and encouraged to take advantage of upskilling
opportunities for their personal or professional growth, people metrics, such as employee engagement
and retention, also go up.
Companies looking to retain their workers amid the Great Resignation need to move beyond a short-term
approach. The question becomes: What is the right way to identify and implement upskilling for your
workforce?

1. Empower Employees to Own Their Career Development
In the digital age, we tend to communicate with direct reports via email, IM, phone, and text. But nothing
quite beats a face-to-face, one-on-one meeting where you can discuss professional interests and goals,
and self-advocate to gain managerial support (e.g., introductions, projects to get involved with, etc.) as
appropriate.
2. Encourage Ideas and Act on Them
As important as creativity and idea creation are, they require action before any idea will have real
value. Even the smallest idea that’s heard, appreciated, and acted upon prompts employees to look for more
ways to contribute. Everyone wins when employees actively look for ways to improve their workload, to
better serve customers, and ways the organization can boost efficiencies and profit.
3. Provide a Road Map
By offering upskilling opportunities, companies have the opportunity to develop a more multi-faceted and
balanced workforce. An important aspect of any upskilling program is to identify clear paths and
milestones for performance measurement. This methodology gives employees insight into the process
while also enabling them to play a role in advancing their progress.
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SKILLS FOR SUCCESS MODEL
In response to the evolving labour market and changing skill needs, the Government of Canada has
launched the new Skills for Success model defining nine key skills needed by Canadians to participate in
work, in education and training, and in modern society more broadly.
The Skills for Success Model provides detailed definitions and components of each skill. The new format,
completed with the collaboration of several prominent national and international literacy and essential
skills experts, modernizes the old essential skills framework by adding two new skills,
Adaptability and Creativity and Innovation, as well as expanding Problem Solving, Communication,
Collaboration, and Digital, and updating Reading, Writing, and Numeracy.
Skills for Success provides Canadians with everyday skills needed for work, learning and life. Improving
them will help you succeed in today’s and tomorrow’s workplace.
Research report to support the launch of Skills for Success: Structure, evidence, and recommendations
Final report: https://www.srdc.org/media/553148/sfs-srdc-final-report-en.pdf

Skills for Success includes skills that are foundational for building other skills and knowledge and
important for effective social interaction. These skills overlap and interact with each other, and with other
technical and life skills. They are inclusive and can be adapted to different contexts. These nine skills are
integrated in all occupations, training and upskilling, albeit with different focus and importance depending
on the job requirements and level of competency demanded.
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PART THREE – ASSESS THE WORK ENVIRONMENT
By aligning the workforce, technology and skills matching with the business goals and objectives, you will
create an environment that supports new ways of working with the right physical spaces and technology.
The pandemic has forced the adoption of new ways of working. Organizations must reimagine their work
and the role of offices in creating safe, productive, and enjoyable jobs and lives for employees.
COVID-19 has brought unprecedented human and humanitarian challenges. Many companies around the
world have risen to the occasion, acting swiftly to safeguard employees and migrate to a new way of
working that even the most extreme business-continuity plans hadn’t envisioned. Across industries,
leaders will use the lessons from this large-scale work-from-home experiment to reimagine how work is
done—and what role offices should play—in creative and bold ways.
Changing Attitudes on the Role of the Office
Before the pandemic, the conventional wisdom had been that offices were critical to productivity, culture,
and winning the war for talent. Companies competed intensely for prime office space in major urban
centers around the world, and solutions were seen to promote collaboration.
Estimates suggest that 62 percent of employees worked at home compared with about 25 percent prior
to the pandemic. Many people have been surprised by how quickly and effectively technologies for
videoconferencing and other forms of digital collaboration were adopted. For many, the results have been
better than imagined.
According to McKinsey research, 80 percent of people surveyed report that they enjoy working from
home. Forty-one percent say that they are more productive than they had been before and 28 percent as
productive. Many employees liberated from long commutes and travel have found more productive ways
to spend that time, enjoyed greater flexibility in balancing their personal and professional lives, and
decided that they prefer to work from home rather than the office. Many organizations think they can
access new pools of talent with fewer locational constraints, adopt innovative processes to boost
productivity, create an even stronger culture, and significantly reduce real-estate costs.
As a result, attitudes toward offices will probably continue to evolve, for example, will corporate cultures
and communities erode over time without physical interaction? Will planned and unplanned moments of
collaboration become impaired? Will there be less mentorship and talent development? Has working from
home succeeded only because it is viewed as temporary, not permanent?
The reality is that both sides of the argument are probably right. Every organization and culture are
different, and so are the circumstances of every individual employee. Many have enjoyed this new
experience; others are fatigued by it. Many forms of virtual collaboration are working well; others are not.
Some people are getting mentorship and participating in casual, unplanned, and important conversations
with colleagues; others are missing out. Workforce models are in a state of constant adjustment reflecting
new demands.
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Organizations must consider what talent is needed, which roles are most important, how much
collaboration is necessary for excellence, and where offices are located today. Permanent change will
require exceptional change-management skills.
1. Reconstruct How Work is Done
For the past two years many organizations have adapted to collaborating remotely. Most have simply
transplanted existing processes to remote work contexts, imitating what had been done before the
pandemic. This has worked well for some organizations but not for others.
Previously, organizations may have generated ideas by convening a meeting. A new process may include
brainstorming on a digital channel and incorporating ideas from across the organization on an open
videoconference. Along with this change, organizations need to reflect on their values, interactions,
practices, and policies that promote their culture. A company that focuses on developing talent, for
example, should ask whether the small moments of mentorship that happen in an office can continue
spontaneously in a digital world. Other practices could be reconstructed and strengthened so that the
organization creates and sustains the community and culture it seeks.
For both processes and cultural practices, it is tempting to revert to what was in place before the
pandemic, however, organizations could assume that processes will be reconstructed digitally, improving
processes and practices that leverage the best of both in-person and remote work.
2. Competition for Talent
In the past couple of years, the competition for talent has been fiercer than ever. At the same time, some
groups of talent are less willing to relocate to their employers’ locations than they had been in the past.
As organizations reconstruct how they work and identify what can be done remotely, they can make
decisions about which roles must be carried out in person, and to what degree. Roles can be reclassified
into employee segments:

Fully remote ∞ Hybrid remote ∞ Hybrid remote by exception ∞ On site (not eligible for remote)
For the roles in the first two categories, upskilling is critical but talent sourcing may become easier, since
the pool of available talent could have fewer geographical constraints. Talented people could live in the
cities of their choice, which may have a lower cost of living. A monthly trip for a meeting with colleagues
at a shared destination may suffice. This approach could be a winning proposition for both employers and
employees, with profound effects on the quality of talent an organization can access and the cost of that
talent.
3. Office Transformation
Organizations should take a fresh look at space needs and how they foster desired outcomes for
collaboration, productivity, culture, and the work experience. These changes may not only improve how
work is done but also lead to savings. Rent, capital costs, facilities operations, maintenance, and
management make real estate the largest cost category outside of compensation for many organizations.
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SECTION B – CHANGING NATURE OF WORK

TECHNOLOGY
Automation and
enabling
technologies are
rapidly
evolving,
dramatically
changing how
organizations
conduct business.

REMOTE WORK
Now more than
ever, people have
more choice
around how they
work, creating a
more flexible and
mobile workforce.
Organizations are
reassessing their
capability to
support remote
work and
enhanced
employee
experience.

SKILLS
MISMATCH
The transferable
skills that
organizations
need—creativity,
problem solving,
digital acumen
and leadership—
are those that
help people think,
act and thrive in a
more
unpredictable and
rapidly digitising
world.

WELLNESS
Market
uncertainty has
driven the need
for organizations
to transform.
Employees spend
a lot of time
working and
correlating
wellness goals
with work life
balance is mission
critical to driving
business
outcomes.
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TECHNOLOGY
We all know that over the past two years, the pandemic has changed the nature of work.
•

Digital transformation efforts accelerated dramatically – by an average of 5.3 years - to
enable widespread remote work, according to a global study by cloud communications
platform.

•

Survey measuring the impact and outlook of the COVID-19 pandemic on businesses’ digital
engagement strategies says the pandemic has significantly accelerated transformations.

•

Several studies over the past few months show productivity while working remotely from
home is better than working in an office setting. On average, those who work from home
spend 10 minutes less a day being unproductive, work one more day a week, and are 47%
more productive.

•

Organizations found that remote work was often more efficient than office-based work, 70%
of those who worked from home during the pandemic report virtual meetings are less
stressful, and 64 percent now prefer hybrid meetings with 77% reporting increased
productivity.

•

Hybrid work models are now taking center stage, with 83% of workers preferring a hybrid
work model, as organizations find the right balance of remote and in-person work. The
relative success of this unplanned experiment has led to many companies moving towards a
permanent hybrid work model.
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Digitization is only going to continue to drive an increasing amount of data and information. It
starts by understanding that technology needs and expectations vary widely across the employee
base. Take the simple use of a mobile phone, for example. Some workers never use the phone
functionality, preferring to communicate via text or email. Other employees, however, find
texting to be time-consuming and prefer voice communication. Recognizing that these
differences exist is the first step in delivering technology that supports the entire workforce.
The future of work is evolving into a hybrid work model. Whether employees are working
remotely, from the office, or a combination of both, their success is driven by the right digital
workplace technology. To make hybrid work a success, employees need centralized, flexible
access to the resources they need most, such as communications, notifications, tasks, and
information from core systems. The next step is to implement technology that helps employees
filter and prioritize the vast amounts of information that come at them every day. Organizations
should focus on using systems that bring tasks and information to employees, so that they don’t
have to waste time hunting for them.
By enabling employees to have access to routine tasks and information wherever they are,
whenever they need them – right within the flow of their work, whether via mobile, workstream
collaboration apps like Teams, Zoom or even on the intranet – employees know what needs their
attention and can work more efficiently.
It’s a widely shared sentiment that the technology that’s supposed to make work easier is actually
complicating things, increasing the number of steps it takes to complete tasks and making it more
difficult to get our jobs done.

With digitization growing, organizations need to create experiences that streamline and
automate processes. What is needed is an employee-first approach to the overall digital
experience, one that weaves employee need into the technical landscape and prioritizes the
right information, notifications, and actions, at the right time – in an intelligent manner –
regardless of where the employee is working.
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REMOTE WORK
Remote work isn’t new, but it is newly widespread. And while some may start returning to work
full-time or in a more hybrid capacity, the trend towards remote work seems here to stay. While
certain jobs do not afford the opportunity for fully or hybrid remote work, more flexible options
to current status quo are sought by workers. And as employees increasingly expect and demand
flexibility and remote options, leaders will need to adapt to a new normal for managing remote
teams and introducing flexible options for workers on the front line.
Luckily, with the right technology and employee engagement solutions, managing remote
workers can be just as rewarding—and productive—as managing an in-house team.
Introduction
As more and more companies and employees embrace remote work, leaders and managers will
need to re-learn and re-think some of the old ways of doing things. From team collaboration and
meetings to performance management and schedules, remote work is transforming how, when,
and where we work.
The rise of cloud technology and improved communication and collaboration tools have allowed
more and more teams to join the remote work movement.
Benefits of Working Remotely
Despite initial hesitation to invest in remote work as a viable option for the workforce, most
people now agree that remote work has compelling advantages. A Stanford Study found that
remote workers were more productive because they were not distracted by office disruptions or long
commutes and actually took fewer sick days and shorter breaks, offering the following benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased employee engagement
Greater productivity
Reduced turnover
Positive employer brand
Lower overhead costs
Wider talent pool

Employees want and value the flexibility and autonomy that remote work affords them.
According to the Study, 54% of employees say they would change jobs for one that offered them
more flexibility, which results in an average of 12% turnover reduction after a remote work
agreement is offered.
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Remote Work Statistics Data by Growmotely
•

61% of employees prefer being fully remote.

•

Only 76% of new hires agree they have what they need to do their job from home, i.e.,
hardware as well as software, security access, platform logins, communication channels, and
clear policies and organizational documentation.

•

77% of remote employees confirmed improved productivity.

•

62% of employees believe working remotely positively impacts engagement but only 5%
are likely to stay at their company long-term. Although employees feel more engaged when
working remotely, retention doesn’t always match. This is an opportunity to stay dialed in to
your remote team’s engagement so you can take strategic steps to engage, connect, and
retain your employees.

Four Tips for Working Remotely
Communication Channels
• One-on-ones and check-ins
• Team meetings
• Email
• Slack app
• Video conferencing
• Project management software
Frequent communication will help everyone stay on the same page and build better connections
and trusted relationships across the team.
Clear Expectations
• Communication
• Scheduling and availability
• Performance and feedback
• Recognition
• Calendars and deadlines
• Workflows
• Goals and mission
Increase Feedback
Managers should regularly solicit feedback from their remote teams to understand how best to
support individual employees, identify areas of potential conflict or friction, build trusted
relationships, and drive performance.
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Set Healthy Boundaries
Working from home can blur the lines between personal life and work life. Remote workers
already work longer hours than office workers, putting them at risk for extra stress and even
burnout.
• Limit hours of availability
• Encourage self-care
• Build wellness into your team activities
• Share about family life or personal interests outside work
• Require regular breaks from the screen
Pros and Cons of Remote Work
Pros
Remote workers typically value and appreciate greater flexibility and autonomy over their work
and schedules. This can translate to a positive culture of mutual trust and accountability. Plus,
when workers have fewer organic opportunities to connect with their team members in person,
they may be more engaged with team-building activities that foster connection.
Cons
Distance and differing schedules can cause misalignment and miscommunication. Additionally,
with the line between home and work blurred, workers may end up working long hours and have
difficulty taking breaks and signing off at the end of the day or on weekends.
Strategies to Building a Remote Work Culture
1. Engage Employees Views
2. Make Culture Important
3. Promote Activities that Build Connection.
4. Recognize Achievement.
Employee Engagement Approaches
• Stay connected through technology
• Show appreciation and recognition for contributions
• Prioritize team building
• Give employees the right tools and resources
• Set clear expectations
• Streamline communication processes
• Ask for and give constructive feedback
• Keep workers in the loop on company news and changes
• Be flexible and empathetic
• Implement a clear onboarding process
• Hold regular team meetings
• Check in for consistent one-on-ones
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Managing Remote Employees
Managing people remotely relies on many of the same leadership principles as in-house
management. People want to be trusted to do their work, they want to be recognized for their
contributions and feel a sense of purpose in their work, and they want regular feedback so they
can continue to grow and develop.
Whether full-time or hybrid, for many organizations remote work is here to stay. And as
employees increasingly expect and demand flexibility and remote options, leaders will need to
adapt to a new normal for managing remote teams.
Luckily, with the right technology and employee engagement solutions, managing remote
workers can be just as rewarding—and productive—as managing an in-house team.
• Prioritize Clear and Consistent Communication.
• Build Trust and Connection with Clear Expectations.
• Explore New Ways to Collaborate using different tools and channels.
• Run Effective Meetings with Agenda for focus and preparedness.
Professional Development for Remote Workers
Professional development is a key driver of employee engagement—whether in the office or
remote. Professional development helps employees feel a greater sense of purpose and
direction, increased motivation and sets employees up for successful long-term careers.
•
•
•

•

Explore employees’ goals and how to assist in achievement.
One-on-one meetings to identify opportunities for growth, ensure they have the tools and
resources they need to succeed and coach them on ways to improve.
Invest in virtual learning resources and programs for remote employees to access from
anywhere, for example, digital library of resources, access to company subscriptions for
online learning platforms, and regular virtual company training, webinars, etc.
Build a remote mentorship program to help employees progress in their careers and maintain
a strong connected culture among teams and the organization.

Remote Wellbeing.
Burnout is a real risk for both in-house and remote workers. Although remote workers tend to
report having a better work-life balance as a result of greater flexibility, lack of a grueling
commute, and more time to exercise and get outside, remote workers also tend to work more
hours than their office counterparts and are less likely to take time off.
This means leaders need to be extra conscious of how their remote teams are doing and take
proactive steps to promote employee wellbeing. Building remote worker wellbeing into your
policies and work culture will not only result in happier, healthier employees, but also reward
you with a stronger culture, and a more productive and engaged workforce.
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Remote work can benefit diversity and inclusion because the talent pool is no longer limited to a
specific location and makes it easier for people with disabilities or workers who need more
flexible schedules (like caregivers), to pursue and succeed in full-time employment.
Understanding this, companies can build more inclusive and equitable remote work policies that
attract and retain top talent from anywhere in the world. From opening the interview process to
remote video interviews to allowing flexible schedules for remote employees, remote-friendly
policies can transform and empower your organization to include and value employees no matter
where they’re from or how and where they work.

Employee Preferences – Data from PwC Canada
Age matters: 58% of respondents aged 18 to 34 who prefer remote work cite more flexibility for
where they live as a key motivator (compared to 47% of employee respondents overall), and 54%
of respondents aged 18 to 34 who prefer in-office work cite the ability to socialize with colleagues
as a key motivator (compared to 37% of employee respondents overall).
Gender: Women are more likely to cite mental health issues as their primary challenge (50%, vs.
42% of men), and men are more likely to say their ideal scenario is to work mostly or completely
at the office (42%, vs. 28% of women).
Those in leadership positions need to understand similarity bias, which happens when we assume
others share our beliefs and think as we do. If, for example, senior male leaders are eager to
return to in-office work themselves, they need to understand others may not share that
preference. 42% of male respondents, and 45% of respondents aged 55 and above, would prefer
to be working entirely or mostly in-office.
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Flexibility Goes Beyond Remote Work
However, remote work isn’t an option for many organizations — particularly the in-person
industries slowest to recover — which means the solutions are far from universal. Talent and
recruitment teams are in unprecedented times: Not only is it a job seeker’s market in most
industries, but providing a desired workplace experience will look very different for an Uber
driver than a dental hygienist or truck driver.

The good news is that there are many options outside of remote work to attract skilled workers,
such as on-site childcare/eldercare, flexible shifts, paid parking and upskilling, to name just a few.
These and other levers can be pulled to sustain the workforce while remaining true to the
company’s brand and mission.
Organizations need to spend more time on high-impact talent strategies such as ensuring fairness
and skill-based hiring, looking to their current talent pool for transferable skills, boomerang
campaigns to bring back former employees and early retirees, and investing in their employer
brand to attract talent.
“With automation like skills-based matching and virtual interviewing, you can get to great
candidates in first interviews much faster than you could before, and automation allows
employers to devote more time and attention to human connection and the candidate
experience”.
Employees today have more choice and control than ever before over how and where they work.
Employers that don’t appreciate this power shift, and fail to adapt to these new workplace
realities, could miss out on the best talent and the opportunity to engage their workforce and
sustainably grow the business for the long term.
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SKILLS MISMATCH
Skills mismatch is a discrepancy between the skills that are sought by employers and the skills
that are possessed by individuals. Simply put, it is a mismatch between skills and jobs. This means
that education and training are not providing the skills demanded in the labour market, or that
the economy does not create jobs that correspond to the skills of individuals.
1. The gap between an individual’s job skills (supply side) and the level of skills required in the
jobs (demand side) which is exposed in skill shortage, qualification mismatch,
overqualification/underqualification, skill gap, and over-skilling/under-skilling.
2. Where individuals are mismatched to their jobs in terms of competencies, or qualifications
or field of study (discipline). The mismatch can be over-skilled or qualified or under-skilled or
qualified for example.
3. Environment: Emergence of a Digital Competency Management Ecosystem. A labour market
fact in which skills of existing labour supply are not well-matched with available jobs or
demanded skills by employee due to being under-skilled or over-skilled.
What Contributes to Skills Gaps?
•

Demographics: Canadas growing economy and aging population are eroding the pool of
skilled workers available. As well, prior to the pandemic Canada benefited from low
unemployment rates, resulting in fewer job seekers with the right skills for the jobs available.

•

Matching: It is surprisingly challenging to match skilled workers with jobs that make good use
of all their skills. Canada has a lot of skilled workers with post secondary education. As of
2019, 63% of the adult population had pursued education beyond high school and earned a
tertiary qualification, making Canada the leading country in the world for this level of
education.

•

Overqualification: With such a highly educated workforce, a problem is more of
underemployment with many university graduates working in jobs for which they are
overqualified. Additionally, workers often have trouble finding work when employers are
hiring for specific skills rather than broad abilities.

GOAL: To develop a skilled workforce capable of adopting new technologies and business
models aligned with the well-being of communities.
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Steps to Correct Gaps
Before you can reskill the workforce, you need to know which skills are missing.
1. Determine Needs
The talent gap analysis can take place on two levels: individual and organizational. Analyzing at the
individual level allows you to determine the skills required to perform in a role and use that as a rubric to
measure a person’s suitability for that role. At the organizational level, you can analyze whole teams to
determine what skills are necessary to perform their function and where the team falls short. By charting
the ideal skills each role and team needs to succeed, you’ll have a clearer picture of where you are and
where you need to reach once you complete the next step.
2. Take Inventory
Take inventory of the skills and talents your workforce already has through interviews, assessments and
surveys. Record specific job experience and education, but also keep track of broader skills, talents,
competencies and interests. This can be valuable information when matching people with suitable roles,
and you can find skills-tracking and competency-matching software to help you with this analysis. Group
skills into a hierarchy based on immediacy, applicability, and sustainability. Immediate skills are those you
need right now or soon. Applicability is a measurement of how easy it is to transfer from a learning
environment to use in a work environment. Sustainable skills are measured on endurance, or how much
potential they have to stay relevant through changes in the market and technology.
3. Find the Gaps
Once you take inventory, you can see what you’re missing. From that pre-analysis in step one, you can
create an action plan to address the gaps in an individual or team’s skill set. Can the gaps be improved
through training? Are they more suitable for a different role in the organization? Using your vision map
as a guide, you can see which roles and teams are filled with the most skilled individuals and where you
need to create plans to bring them up to speed.
Build and Access Missing Skills
Three options for addressing skills gaps: training, recruitment and realignment.
Realignment
With the inventory of your workforce’s skills, you can reshuffle roles and teams to make better use of
those capabilities.
Training
Many employers believe they’re investing plenty in training and professional development. But according
to a survey conducted by Gartner, 70% of employees feel they are not masters of the skills required for
their jobs. Training is the most straightforward way to address skills gaps, it also boosts job satisfaction
and reduces turnover. When Indeed asked job seekers what could have helped them stay at their
company longer, the number-one response (42%) was more effective onboarding and training.
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Recruitment
Finally, recruitment can help address a skills gap in your organization, and there are ways to change your
recruitment process to access a greater pool of talent:
• Look beyond specific skills to focus on finding candidates whose broader competencies make
them trainable for the skills you need.
• Access key skills by hiring freelancers, if appropriate.
• Ask yourself who is being excluded from your usual networks. For example, some companies
are dropping their degree requirements for commensurate experience.
The skills gap is a problem that requires a multipronged response. With some creativity and flexibility, you
can improve your ability to match talented people with jobs they’re suited for and train them to keep
their skills sharp and relevant.
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WELLNESS
46% of Canadian employee respondents claim mental health issues have been one of their
biggest work challenges since the start of the pandemic.
New research finds that 88% of workers are taking control of their well-being. They’re bucking
long-standing paradigms to redefine success, prioritizing work-life balance, mental health, and
having a meaningful job over a steady paycheck. This revolution in perspective couldn’t have
come at a better time. Stress and burnout are real, with disastrous long-term effects.

People are motivated to make changes, but are facing big challenges
Despite struggles since the pandemic, people are eager to make changes in their professional
lives.
• 93 percent of people used the past year to reflect on their lives and 88 percent said the
meaning of success has changed for them since the pandemic, with work-life balance (42
percent); mental health (37 percent); and workplace flexibility (33 percent) now top
priorities.
•

75 percent feel stuck professionally, because they don’t have growth opportunities to
progress their career (25 percent) and are too overwhelmed to make any changes (22
percent).
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•

70 percent of people say feeling stuck in their career has negatively impacted their personal
lives as well by adding extra stress and anxiety (40 percent); contributing to feeling stuck
personally (29 percent); and taking focus away from their personal lives (27 percent).

•

83 percent of people are ready to make a change, but 76 percent said they are facing major
obstacles. The biggest hurdles include financial instability (22 percent); not knowing what
career change makes sense for them (20 percent); not feeling confident enough to make a
change (20 percent); and seeing no growth opportunities at their company (20 percent).

•

2022, professional development is top of mind with many willing to give up key benefits such
as vacation time (52 percent); monetary bonuses (51 percent); and even part of their salary
(43 percent) for more career opportunities.

•

However, 85 percent of the global workforce are not satisfied with their employer’s support.
They are looking for organizations to provide more learning and skills development (34
percent); higher salaries (31 percent); and opportunities for new roles within their company
(30 percent).

But the pandemic has also changed the nature of employees. Unfortunately, simply shining a
spotlight on employee well-being hasn’t been enough. Workers are still suffering from burn
out, with 81% feeling more burned out now than they were at the beginning. So what can
organizations do to help employees manage stress and work effectively as they transition into
the likely long-term model of hybrid work?
They can start by assessing their digital employee experience programs. Remember, for many
employees, the digital workplace is the only workplace they have. If that experience is
confusing, frustrating, and more difficult than it needs to be, employees will suffer.
At this moment in the Canadian labour market, almost every employer has the attraction and
retention of talent as a top priority. While “The Great Resignation” and “The Great ReEvaluation” certainly are drivers of this phenomenon, the 2022 labour market also has preexisting conditions: a workforce increasingly made up of millennials and gen Zs who are
redefining the role of work in their lives, the massive retirement of baby boomers, and a growing
population of aging workers in Canada.
In his forward to The Demographic Drought, noted global industry analyst Josh Bersin calls it “one
of the most important issues in our lives: living in a world where there are simply not enough
workers to manage and grow our companies.”
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Current Attrition Rates and Trends
The industries at the most risk of losing employees are those whose revenues were most
impacted by the pandemic, including the leisure and hospitality sectors. But even among
industries least likely to see attrition — such as educational services, health care and social
assistance — almost one-third of the employees also expressed intent to leave.
Even more striking is the fact that 36 per cent of employees who quit in the past six months did
so without another job in hand. And two-thirds of employees expressing a likelihood to quit will
do so without another job lined up.

Why Investing in Mental Health Should be CEOs Biggest Concern in 2022
Employers understand that the employees they seek to hire and retain are currently in the
driver’s seat. But do they understand what motivates their talent to join and remain at their
company now? And, more importantly, what steps can they take to do this?
The pandemic upended how we think about wellbeing and mental health – it moved the
goalposts. Wellbeing plans, psychological health programs, are not a ‘nice to have’, they are now
an intrinsic part of overall strategy.
Some ways of revolutionizing your wellbeing plans could include mindful communication –
practicing active listening and empathetic leadership - as well as upskill teams on dealing with
wellbeing issues.
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Wellness Programs
Designing and managing an employee wellness program is an important step in improving the
health and productivity of employees and potentially improving the overall cost of employerprovided health care. Wellness programs can benefit employers by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lowering health care costs.
Reducing absenteeism.
Achieving higher employee productivity.
Reducing workers' compensation and disability-related costs.
Reducing injuries.
Improving employee morale and loyalty.

Because of the ever-increasing costs of health insurance and the importance of employee
health, employers should consider implementing a well-thought-out wellness program that
benefits both the employee's health and the employer's bottom line.
Components of Wellness Programs
Examples of programs include:
• Stress reduction programs.
• Weight loss programs.
• Smoking cessation programs.
• Health risk assessments.
• Health screenings.
• Exercise programs and activities.
• Nutrition education.
• Vaccination clinics.
• Emotional Wellness.
• Workforce Meditation programs
• Breathing Exercises
• Mental Health Day
• Stress Management Sessions
• Social Wellness.
• Intellectual Wellness.
• Critical Thinking exercises
• Recognizing and Appreciating ideas
• Financial Wellness
• Financial Counselling
• Tuition Assistance
• Spiritual Wellness
• Meditation and Yoga
• Helping maintain work-life balance
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